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Ripley’s Twists: Sharks and Other Scary Sea Creatures is the latest title in the award-winning Ripley's Twists children’s reference
series. Bursting with amazing photography, compelling illustrations, and all-new content, this easy-to-read book presents scientific
facts with the unbelievable Ripley stories young readers can’t get enough of. Available individually or as part of a series, Ripley’s
Twists non-fiction books have proven popularity in classrooms, libraries, and homes all over the globe. Get ready to dive deep with
Ripley's Twists: Sharks and Other Scary Sea Creatures. From the mighty great white to the mysterious goblin shark explore the
extraordinary world of terrifying and deadly sea creatures.
For decades, Skerry has braved ocean depths to capture portraits of sharks around the world. Combined with articles from
National Geographic writers, they encourage readers to recognize the impact of sharks on our world, and their significance as part
of a balanced ocean.
A little fish thinks he can get away with stealing a hat.
Sammy the Salmon woke up one morning With a new lease on life; she was tired of being boring. "I want to swim to the ocean!"
she said with a smile. But Barry The Bear shook his head in denial. Follow Sammy's exciting and challenging journey of living 'life
against the flow' in the pursuit of her 'big expansive space' despite the fear, criticism, and doubt she receives.
www.steveclaydon.com #sammythesalmon
Shark Books for Kids Looking for shark books for kids? Best-selling children's writer, Jenny Kellett, brings you some of the most
amazing shark facts in her latest fact book. Did you know that if you're afraid of sharks you are said to have galeophobia? But I'm
guessing if you're looking at this book, you don't have that! The perfect choice for parents with shark-obsessed kids, this incredible
shark book is sure to be a hit with your mini marine biologists! Sharks are one of the coolest and fiercest of the ocean's creatures.
From the huge but gentle Whale shark to the ferocious Great White - sharks are the most fascinating of fish. The Ultimate Shark
Book for Kidshas over 100 amazing shark facts that kids will love, as well as a fun wordsearch. This book is a must-have for any
young shark enthusiastic. The book is brought to life with plenty of amazing dozen beautiful shark pictures. Shark facts Did you
know.... - The first recorded shark attack was in 1749; - Sharks never run out of teeth; or - When attacking their prey, Great White
sharks' eyes roll into the back of their heads to prevent their eyes being damaged? Find these shark facts and many more in The
Ultimate Shark Book for Kids, the latest in a series of animal fact books for kids by author Jenny Kellett.
"Dive into the fascinating world of sharks--from the tiny dwarf dogfish to the ferocious great white"--Cover.
Tremble in terror as the strongest, fastest, largest, and strangest prehistoric creatures roar back to life as you've never seen them
before. From the biggest teeth to the longest claws, SuperDinosaur uses jaw-dropping new lifelike images to bring you face-toface with the most fearsome creatures that ever stalked the Earth. You'll get up close and personal with the deadly Dakotaraptor's
killer claws, see an armoured Stegosaurus fight off foes with its spiked tail, and look through the crushing jaws of the all-powerful TPage 1/8
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rex. Alongside the amazing images, SuperDinosaur is packed with incredible facts about these extraordinary creatures. Did you
know that the fearsome Tyrannosaurus has the most powerful bite of any land animal that has ever lived? Or that the bizarre
Amargasaurus had spines that stuck out 60 cm (24 in) from its neck? Or perhaps you fancy your chances in a staring competition
with Temnodontosaurus - just be warned, its eyes are 25 cm (9.8 in) wide! Features on fascinating fossils and the latest scientific
techniques will show you exactly how paleontologists piece together information about how dinosaurs would have looked and
lived. The perfect read for children aged 9 and over, this brilliant and informative guide will appeal to budding dinosaur experts of
all ages.
"In Everything Sharks, exciting photos depict great whites, hammerheads, and more. Scientists tell hair-raising tales about
encounters. With its awesome facts and action-packed images, this book brings kids close to the mysterious lives of
sharks."--Amazon.com.
In the second book of this FANGtastic spin-off of Mo O'Hara's New York Times—bestselling My Big Fat Zombie Goldfish chapter book series,
an aspiring evil scientist and his mostly evil (and totally forbidden) vampire kitten blast off to Evil Scientist Space Camp. My epic summer has
just gotten even more epic, because Evil Scientist Summer Camp just turned into Evil Scientist Space Camp! AND it will be led by the totally
epic evil astronaut Neil Strongarm! Who is looking for evil apprentices for his next space mission! Which means that I could totally go into
SPACE!!! I’m already well on my way to Evil Emperor of the Camp. Winning this competition should be easy. Okay, so maybe I didn’t expect
Geeky Girl to be quite so good at being evil, but I know I’ve got this. All I need is a plan. Hmmm . . . I wonder if you can take evil kittens on
space stations. Let the Epic Evil Spaceness begin. Signed, The Great and Powerful Mark
Presents a visual tour of the anatomical strengths of members of the animal kingdom and lends insight into their behaviors and abilities, from
the reasons for the cheetah's speed to a termite's instinct to build a cooling system into its home.
Presents a tour of Earth's natural structures, weather patterns, ocean phenomena, and constantly changing features.
This series draws on the latest research and discoveries worldwide, and explores the lives of some of the biggest, fiercest and most
incredible beasts ever to live on Earth. Indulge in your love of all things dinosaur with page after page of specially commissioned artworks,
diagrams and facts. Each book contains a Behind the Facts section where readers can discover how paleontologist and other scientists
discovered the information featured in the book. From digging up fossils in scorching deserts to creating CGI reconstructions. Each book
brings STEM to live for young readers showing just how science, maths and technology are helping us to uncover the world of the dinosaurs!
This stimulating and comprehensive encyclopedia for children ages 8-12 provides answers to all the questions kids love to ask. Each chapter
is jam-packed with maps, charts, timelines, diagrams, beautiful images, and amazing facts. Did you know, for example, that a single drop of
blood contains around five million blood cells? Or that there are areas of desert in all seven of Earth's continents? Kids can build their
knowledge on a wide range of topics-including Earth and beyond, plants and animals, history and politics, science, technology, and the
human body-arranged thematically with more than 9,000 indexed entries and 2,500 colorful images. Cross-reference icons encourage
children to explore and discover linked information, feeding their curiosity and building their general knowledge. The New Children's
Encyclopedia, which has sold almost 500,000 copies worldwide since 2009, has now been fully updated in line with the latest knowledge and
research. Developed, written, and checked by experts, this is the must-have reference book for every child's library.
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The ultimate book of knowledge for kids aged 7 to 9, this thorough children's encyclopedia contains all the homework answers your kids will
need, explained clearly and checked by experts. An engaging, traditional-style general reference book for kids covering all the key subjects
including Arts, People, History, Earth, Nature, Science, Technology, Space, and the Human Body in alphabetical order. This encyclopedia for
children is a must-have resource for every student's shelf, with age-appropriate, jargon-free text accompanied by stunning, detailed images
covering over 240 topics all in one place, from science and nature to history and the arts. Essential for any child who wants to discover as
much as possible about the world around them. Packed with information, each single-page entry in this fabulous kid's encyclopedia features
a key topic explained in a concise manner accompanied by gorgeous visuals, fun facts about the world and extensive cross-references
revealing the links between subject areas. Kids can learn about Ancient Rome, chemistry, evolution, microscopic life, robots, Vikings, and so
much more. Written, edited, and designed by a team of experts, vetted by educational consultants, and properly levelled to the reading age,
this is the ultimate knowledge book for kids. Explore, Wonder And Learn! The ultimate illustrated children's encyclopedia is packed with
thousands of incredible and essential facts on favourite subjects! Beautiful illustrations, colourful maps, and magnificent photographs bring
every single page to life. Inspiring and informative, the DK Children's Encyclopedia is a book of wonder that will absorb and engage children
of all ages. This kid's educational book covers topics like: - Storytelling, changing the world, music and war - Films, technology, inventions,
food and clothes - Explorers, planets and pets - And so much more!
Put your safety goggles on and enter the fascinating world of science with this visually stunning encyclopedia. Perfect for curious kids,
SuperScience presents the wonders of science as never seen before. Explore the clever and cutting-edge ways science can impact our world
through jaw-dropping photography and revealing computer-generated images. Discover how we explore the vast reaches of space, study wild
weather such as storms and volcanoes, eradicate diseases, and even find out how science has helped fields like history and the arts. The
ebook examines the science behind everyday life - how we power our homes, grow our food, and build machines that allow us to
communicate with others and travel around the world. Featuring a wide range of scientific inventions and discoveries, from advances in
modern medicine to groundbreaking ideas for saving the environment, SuperScience uncovers how science plays a part in every area of our
lives. SuperScience will make young readers see the science surrounding us in a thrilling new light.
Caldecott Honor–winning team Steve Jenkins and Robin Page explore the astonishing lives of sharks in this brilliantly illustrated picture book.
Perfect for Shark Week and all year round, this ode to the notorious ocean predator with more than four hundred species will blow you out of
the water! Sharp teeth, super senses, and those infamous fins—what's not to love about sharks? Caldecott Honor–winning team Steve
Jenkins and Robin Page explore one of the world's most notorious—and fearsome—animals. Learn what makes a shark a shark, what sharks
like to eat, and how these predators of the deep have evolved. Ever wonder which shark is the smallest? Or the fastest? Even the most
deadly? You'll find your answers in The Shark Book, with countless others. In this magnificently illustrated picture book, celebrate one of the
worlds oldest species that has continued to capture our imaginations and astonish us for thousands of years.

Super Shark EncyclopediaAnd Other Creatures of the DeepPenguin
Super Nature Encyclopedia spotlights the wow factor in the natural world, taking you behind the scenes and "under the skin" of
animals to uncover the secrets of their behavior and anatomy. How can a cheetah accelerate from 0-40 mph in three seconds?
What is that alien-like set of jaws in a moray eel's throat for? How do termites build cooling systems into their homes? Super
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Nature Encyclopedia takes the most fascinating and surprising stories and explores them in remarkable visual detail. Supports
Common Core State Standards.
Swimming with sharks sounds a terrifying prospect, but not when it is from the comfort of your living room. This comprehensive
visual encyclopedia takes you deep into the world's waters to meet the deadliest ocean predators - without you even getting wet!
Do you know which creature has tentacles longer than a bus? Or what was the largest shark that ever lived? Where does the tiger
shark get its name? Which fish has the deadliest venom? And which fish has the strongest bite of anything on Earth? Sharks and
Other Deadly Ocean Creatures answers all these questions and many, many more. More than 200 fierce fish from the past and
present are featured in fact-packed profiles. You'll come face to face with great white sharks, manta rays, saltwater crocodiles,
giant squid, biting barracudas, and predatory piranhas all shown with exciting CGI technology and stunning photography. You'll
learn about shark anatomy, behaviour, and habitats alongside fun, factual text presented in an easily accessible format.??
Whether you're a water baby or simply studying for a school project, this is your one-stop shop for sharks and other deadly ocean
creatures.
Presents the LEGO action figures based on the DC universe, describing each figure and vehicle, their variations, when they were
made, and the playsets in which they appear.
A fascinating three-dimensional presentation provides the reader with an in-depth, hands-on exploration of a great white shark. In
Explore a Shark, a detailed three-dimensional format gives the reader a hands-on exploration of the most feared predator of the
seas--the great white shark. This unique "model" can be deconstructed and rebuilt layer by layer, system by system, just by
turning the page, so the reader can see how each part of the shark's body is connected to the others. By combining a 3-D model
with informative text and illustrations, Explore a Shark helps children understand how sharks have come to rule the world's
oceans.
Shrimpy learns that even though he may be small, he can still make a big difference to his friend, Big Al.
Explore the deep oceans with sharks, take a ride with horses, and check out the many cat and dog breeds with these informationpacked books. In the Encyclopedia for Kids series, learn about the behaviors, appearance, and history of these animals. Gain a
greater understanding of how dogs and cats were domesticated, how often shark attacks occur, and how to care for horses. This
Encyclopedia set is sure to leave readers with a greater understanding of some of the world's most well-known creatures. Aligned
to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Reference is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of
ABDO.
"Strike – you’re out!" "He’s safe!" "Homerun!" Every October, millions of baseball fans around the country anxiously wait to see
which team wins baseball's biggest championship. But the original games of the 1900s hardly look like they do today. Take a look
back over one hundred years and discover the history of baseball's greatest series. With triumphs, heartbreak, and superstitious
curses, this action-packed book brings America’s Pastime to life.
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And you thought that Great White Sharks were big? Not even close next to a Megalodon. Megalodons were the biggest and
deadliest sharks that ever lived. Enter the incredible world of these monster prehistoric creatures. Discover when they lived, what
they ate and why they became extinct. Filled with full color illustrations, fascinating facts and easy to understand text. For readers
young and old - from 6 to 100! Learn how these awesome predators ruled the oceans for millions of years. TJ Rob www.TJRob.com For a FREE eBook - Visit www.TJRob.com Book Contents: Discovering The World Around Us What was a
Megalodon? When did Megalodons live? What do we know about them? What did they look like? Where did they live? How big
was Megalodon? How much did a Megalodon weigh? How big was the mouth and jaw of Megalodon? Giant Teeth Serrated Teeth
How many teeth did Megalodon have? Did a Megalodon lose its teeth? How powerful was Megalodon's bite? What did
Megalodons eat? How much did a Megalodon eat? What about baby Megalodons? What was the lifespan of a Megalodon? How
do we calculate the age of a Megalodon? Why did Megalodons become extinct? Here is one possible explanation for Megalodon's
extinction Are there any Megalodons in the oceans today? Could there be any Megalodons living in our oceans today? Don't miss
these other exciting Books by TJ Rob
Are you afraid of the Great White Shark? Why should you be or be not? The Great White Shark is often portrayed as terrifying in
movies. This book will enlighten your mind on what the real nature of the Great Whites are. It will also include fantastic facts on all
shark species. Go ahead and read a copy of this book today!
Takes an in-depth look at the lives, biology and behavior of sharks as well as some of the sea creatures that share their
underwater world.
Explores the evolution, behavior, geographical range, reproduction, physiology and place in mythology of the long misunderstood
shark.
This encyclopedia highlights 26 different sharks. Alongside thrilling photographs of these underwater creatures, readers learn
about what various sharks look like, where they live, what they eat, and more. Features include information about shark attacks, a
glossary, additional resources, and an index. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo
Reference is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a division of ABDO.
Are you a witless cretin with no reason to live? Would you like to know more about every piece of knowledge ever? Do you have
cash? Then congratulations, because just in time for the death of the print industry as we know it comes the final book ever
published, and the only one you will ever need: The Onion's compendium of all things known. Replete with an astonishing
assemblage of facts, illustrations, maps, charts, threats, blood, and additional fees to edify even the most simple-minded bookbuyer, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE is packed with valuable information-such as the life stages of an Aunt;
places to kill one's self in Utica, New York; and the dimensions of a female bucket, or "pail." With hundreds of entries for all 27
letters of the alphabet, THE ONION BOOK OF KNOWN KNOWLEDGE must be purchased immediately to avoid the sting of
eternal ignorance.
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Provides information about more than two hundred pets of the DC Comics superheroes and villains.
"A 22-volume, highly illustrated, A-Z general encyclopedia for all ages, featuring sections on how to use World Book, other
research aids, pronunciation key, a student guide to better writing, speaking, and research skills, and comprehensive index"--

Celebrate Discovery Shark Week all year long with Discovery Sharkopedia, the definitive visual guide to everything there
is to know about sharks! With more than 400 incredible color photos of the world's most infamous sharks, including great
white, bull, and tiger sharks, Sharkopedia explores the evolution of sharks-did you know sharks have been swimming in
the world's oceans since before dinosaurs roamed the earth?-and introduces kids to almost 500 known shark species
with close-up portraits of each and fun "fin facts" throughout. Discover what makes sharks expert hunters with detailed
sections about shark anatomy, habitats, life cycles, surprising behaviors, and more. Sharkopedia also provides shark
conservation resources and offers suggestions for ways to help these amazing, often misunderstood, creatures continue
to survive. Want to meet more incredible creatures? Check out the other books in the Discovery Opedia series:
Snakeopedia, Dinopedia, and Bugopedia!
Covers the processes and life forms of the natural world from A to Z.
Come face to face with the most incredible insects on Earth, where you'll experience the microscopic world of bugs in
mind-blowing depth and detail. Super Bug Encyclopedia showcases a huge variety of these tiny creatures at close range,
making them millions of times bigger than their true size to give you the complete picture. From ants to wasps and
centipedes to spiders, experience amazing anatomy and athleticism and find out who comes out on top for strength and
speed. You'll meet the hawkmoth with the longest tongue of any insect and discover the velvet worm that squirts sticky
slime to snare prey. Stand clear as the African bombardier beetle blasts out a sizzling hot chemical attack and race
alongside the glorious green tiger beetle that lives life in the fast lane. This stunning visual feast incorporates jawdropping photography, at-a-glance facts, amazing statistics, dashboard-style profiles, and expert information to give you
an unprecedented insight into the complex life of creepy crawlies. Did you know bugs are the most successful creatures
on our planet? Or that insects took flight 150 million years before the first bird? Find out all this and much, much more
inside as you become the ultimate bug hunter.
Following on the success of Super Nature Encyclopedia and Super Human Encyclopedia comes Super Bug
Encyclopedia -- a look at the 100 most amazing insects on the planet! Using macro photography and brand-new CGI
artworks, Super Bug zooms right in to reveal the secrets of the most successful creatures on our planet. With incredible
facts and stats for every bug, Super Bug showcases the superstars of the insect world. Find out which insect can snap a
pencil in half, how a tiny moth can fly up to 70 miles an hour, and meet a dung beetle that can pull over 1,100 times its
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own body weight. Young readers will be wowed by what goes on inside the tiny world of ants, spiders, butterflies, moths,
crickets, and other creepy crawlies. Lively, informative, easy-to-access text based on the latest discoveries and scientific
research showcases incredible feats of endurance, defense, strength, and speed while graphic, dashboard-style panels
provides information at a glance. Visualized with incredible 3-D models with cross-sections and strip layers, readers can
explore every essential detail of the world of insects in Super Bug Encyclopedia.
An in-depth guide to sharks includes information on where they live, how they eat, the challenges they face, and whether
or not certain species pose a danger to humans.
From the shimmering surface to the darkest depths, this breathtaking visual encyclopedia presents our blue planet as
never before. Stunning photography, accessible information, and fascinating facts are spilling over in this essential guide
to the oceans. Take a dip in all the world's waters to experience their incredible diversity. Make a splash in the icy Arctic
waters before warming up in the tropical Indian Ocean. Experience the super size of mighty whales compared to swarms
of tiny krill. Cast your eyes to the skies to see circling sea birds before diving down to meet mysterious creatures of the
deep. Awash with comprehensive information and fascinating detail, Ocean: A Children's Encyclopedia is the perfect
choice for school projects, marine enthusiasts, and water babies everywhere.
A jaw-dropping visual voyage of fun facts discovery exploring the deep waters of the sea and the mysterious creatures
that live in it. Uncover our oceans' secrets in this kid's book with a remarkable array of 80 sharks as well as other
fascinating sea creatures that lurk in her depths! This comprehensive encyclopedia for children covers a diverse range of
ocean inhabitants in mesmerizing detail. Incredible 3D digital images, breath-taking photography, and intricate cutaways
reveal more about the species of the ocean depths than ever before, complemented by informative kid-friendly profile text
to turn your little ones into ocean experts! Super Shark is so much more than just an educational e-book about sharks.
From Barrel Shrimp to Blue Sharks, Starfish to Bat Fish, and Hammerhead Sharks to deep-sea monsters, rays, and eels,
this ebook includes unbelievable facts about animal behavior and anatomy. New x-ray artworks utilize cross-sections to
strip layers away and show key anatomical features in great detail. It highlights the deadliest predators and the most
venomous creatures and explains how and why their bodies work the way they do. The combination of spectacular
photography and clear authoritative text truly makes Super Shark the ultimate visual guide to the oceans' most peculiar
creatures and their stories. What are you waiting for? Dive in and become an expert of the deep blue! Explore - Discover
- Learn! Super Shark takes you deep beneath the waves to meet some of the most amazing and unusual creatures on
the planet. Find out how a hammerhead searches for prey, and discover what makes the pufferfish such a prickly fellow.
Learn about the fastest fish in the water and get right under the skin of one of the deadliest predators of the sea - the
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great white shark! These are some of the crazy creatures you'll encounter in this kid's reference ebook: - The Basking
Shark, whose open mouth is so big a child could stand up in it - The Tiger Shark, who happens to be the least fussy eater
- The Narwhal, affectionately known as the unicorn of the sea - The Great White Shark, who can jump 10ft (3m) out of
the water This ebook sits on the esteemed "Children's Book Council Children's Choices List Selection" - an International
Literary Association. This is but one of the DK Super series of ebooks for kids! Add Super Human, Super Space, Super
Bug, Super Earth, and more to your collection to learn more about the world around you.
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